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Sometimes

uWhat matters most now is “big stuff”, not 
details.

uWhat would that be for me now?



Sources

uMany of the provided screen shots come 
from my Open Question book series and my 
new resource MathUp.



Kindergarten

uPlaying with numbers
uCounting practice



Playing with numbers

u Which is more? Which is less?

u Results of increasing and decreasing amounts

u Representing amounts



Which is more? Which is less?



Which is more? Which is less?



Results of increasing and decreasing

u You start with 4 and make it a little bigger.

u What could it be now? Show me.



Results of increasing and decreasing

u You made a number a little smaller.

u Now it’s 8.

u What was it?



Representing amounts

u Choose two numbers.

u Show each one in two different ways.



Representing amounts



Counting Practice

u Rote counting

u Cardinal counting



Counting Practice

u Count as high as you can

u Count a small collection of craft sticks

u Count a big collection of Lego bricks



Counting Practice

u How many forks do you think you should have in 
your house?

u How many do you have?



Kindergarten

u Although maybe not as mathematically critical, 
work with patterns and sorting suits the home 
environment.



Continuing patterns

u A pattern of emojis starts like this:

u How could you continue it?



Sorting

u Grab a handful of pebbles. Find a way to sort 
them.



Grade 1

u Adding and subtracting

u Representing Numbers

u Counting practice



Adding and subtracting

u When do you add? Subtract?

u What strategies do you use?



Adding and subtracting



Adding and subtracting



Adding and subtracting



Adding and subtracting

u Make up a story where you would add 5 + 6.

u Make up a story where you would take away 7 
from 9.

u Make up a story where you would figure out how 
much more 12 is than 5.



Adding and subtracting



Adding and subtracting

u Draw a picture to show why 9+8 has to have the 
same answer as 10 + 7.

u Draw a picture to show why 12 – 9 has to have the 
same answer as 13 – 10?



Representing Numbers

u What do numbers to 20 mean and look like?



Representing Numbers



Representing Numbers



Representing Numbers

u What number might be 15 + a little?

u What number fills more than 1 ten frames?  



Counting Practice

u Some skip counting, but mostly counting 
collections



Counting Practice

u You are counting and say 12. What could come 
next?



Counting Practice



Counting Practice

u How high can you count?

u How did you make sure you counted all the Lego 
blocks?



Grade 2

u Adding and subtracting

u Representing Numbers

u Growing Patterns



Adding and Subtracting

u When do you add? Subtract? 

u What strategies?



Adding and Subtracting



Adding and Subtracting



Adding and Subtracting



Adding and Subtracting

u Make up a story where you would add 25 + 16.

u Make up a story where you would take away 12 
from 21.

u Make up a story where you would figure out how 
much more 31 is than 22.



Adding and Subtracting



Adding and Subtracting

u Draw a picture to show why 18 + 12 has to have the same 
answer as 20 + 10.

u Draw a picture to show why 42 – 19 has to have the same 
answer as 43 – 20?



Representing Numbers

u What do numbers to 100 mean and look like?



Representing Numbers



Representing Numbers

u Draw a picture to show how 65 and 56 look 
different.

u Draw a picture that shows that 122 is a little more 
than 12 tens.

u How would you explain how much 314 is?



Growing Patterns

u Predicting how patterns continue



Growing Patterns



Growing Patterns



Growing Patterns

uHow long does does it take this pattern to 
get to 100?

u5, 8, 11, 14,….



Grade 3

u Multiplication and division

u Comparing numbers

u Fractions



Multiplication and division

u What do they mean? 

u How do you model them?



Multiplication and division



Multiplication and division



Multiplication and division



Multiplication and division

u Make up a story that is about 4 x 5.

u Make up a story that is about 24 ÷ 4.

u Draw a picture that shows how to figure out 5 x 7.

u Draw a picture that shows how to figure out 15 ÷ 3.



Comparing Numbers

u Which is bigger? Why?



Comparing Numbers



Comparing Numbers



Comparing Numbers

u How could the first number be bigger?

u []42 and   []91

u How could the second one be bigger?

u []42 and []91



Fractions

u What do they mean? 

u How are different models related?



Fractions



Fractions



Fractions

u Show 4/5 on a number line.
Show it with a group of stickers.

u This is 1/3. Show me what 2/3 looks like.

u Show what the whole looks like.



Measurement

u Not critical, but… What can you measure?



Measurement

u How could you figure out how long your bed is?

u How could you figure out how big your pillow is?

u What else could you measure that might be in 
your bedroom?



Grade 4

uMultiplication and division
uComparing fractions

uRepresenting Numbers



Multiplication and Division

u What do they mean?

u What strategies do students have?

u Working on the facts



Multiplication and Division



Multiplication and Division



Multiplication and Division



Multiplication and Division

u Make up a story where you would multiply 9 x 9.

u Make up a story where you would divide 54 by 6.

u Make up a story where you would multiply 15 by 
4.



Multiplication and Division

uHow does knowing 3 x 7 help you figure out 
9 x 7?

uWhy do 24÷ 6 and 12 ÷ 3 HAVE to have the 
same answer?



Comparing fractions

u How can you compare mentally (rather than 
procedurally)?



Comparing fractions



Comparing fractions



Comparing fractions

u How do you know that 2/3 < 4/5 by drawing a 
picture?

u How do you know without a picture?  

u How can you be sure that 2/15 < 8/9 without 
doing any work?



Representing Numbers

u What do you know about numbers in the 
thousands?



Representing Numbers



Representing Numbers



Representing Numbers

u How do you know it would take more $10 bills to show 
$220 than $20 bills?



Grade 5

u Multiplication and Division

u Decimals

u The Rectangle



Multiplication and division

u Strategies for working with larger numbers



Multiplication and division



Multiplication and division



Multiplication and division



Multiplication and division

u Make up a story where you would multiply              
22 x 25.

u Make up a story where you would divide 150 by 3.

u Make up a story where you would multiply             
135 x 4.



Multiplication and division

u Draw a picture to show what 15 x 34 looks like without 
drawing a ton of things.

u How does knowing 20 x 40 help you figure out 20 x 45?

u Why do 124÷ 16 and 62 ÷ 8 HAVE to have the same answer?

u Why is the answer to 513 ÷ 7 less than 100?



Decimals

u What are they?

u How do you operate with them like you do with 
whole numbers?



Decimals



Decimals



Decimals

u What whole numbers could you subtract to help you figure 
out 4.5 – 2.14?

u What would you have to add to 3.8 to get to 5.13? How 
could you write that as an equation?

u Draw a picture to show why 0.12 < 0.4.



The Rectangle

u Measurement formulas - perimeter and area



The Rectangle



The Rectangle



The Rectangle

u A rectangle has side lengths between 10 and 20.

u Pick side lengths.

u What is the rectangle’s perimeter and area?

u Could a rectangle have a big number for its perimeter and 
a little number for its area?



Grade 6

u Ratio and percent

u Cartesian grid

u Using variables

u Area formulas



Ratio and Percent

u What are they?

u What does it mean to have an equivalent ratio?



Ratio and Percent



Ratio and Percent



Ratio and Percent

u Use at least 50 circles to show a ratio of 4:5.

u 25% of a number is 15. What is 75% of that 
number?



Decimals

u What are they?

u How do you add, subtract, multiply and divide 
with them?



Decimals



Decimals



Decimals

u Draw a picture to show how little 0.0003 really is.

u Some people think that this is how you write seventeen 
ten thousandths:      0.1 710 000.

u Other people think it is 0.00017.

u What do you think? Why?



Cartesian grid

u How do you locate?



Cartesian grid



Cartesian grid

u Create a set of clues for another student to guess 
a point on your grid.

u Make sure your friend needs 3 clues to figure it 
out.



Cartesian grid

u Draw a picture of a hexagon on a Cartesian grid 
where some sides are short and some are really 
long. Tell the coordinates of the vertices.



Using Variables

u What different things does an equation mean?

u What is a variable?



Using Variables



Using Variables



Using Variables



Using Variables

uWhat do you mean when you write 3x = 18?
uWhat do you mean when you write                

3x = x + x + x?



Area Formulas

u Triangles

u Parallelograms



Area Formulas



Area Formulas



Area Formulas

u A triangle and a parallelogram both have areas of 
20 cm2. What might be their heights and bases?



Grade 7

u Integer operations

u Percent

u Algebra



Integer operations

u How is operating with integers like working with 
whole numbers? How is it different?



Integer operations

u You add a bunch of positive integers to three 
times as many negative integers.

u What totals could you get? Not get?



Integer operations

u You multiply two integers and the result is about 
50 less than one of them.

u What could they be?



Integer operations

u To figure out 3 – (-2), Andrew drew this picture. 
Why?



Percent

u Problems/calculations involving percent



Percent

u Priya paid $45 for a jacket on sale.

u Choose the sale discount and tell the original 
price of the jacket.



Percent

u You know that 30% of B is less than 20.

u What other percent statements could you make?



Percent

u You know that 30% of number B is less than 20.

u What other percent statements could you make?



Percent



Percent

u Draw a picture to show why 35% of 80 is 28.

u You paid $21 for a jacket that is 70% off.

u Draw a picture to show how to figure out the 
original price.



Algebra

u Interpreting meaning of expressions



Algebra



Algebra



Algebra



Algebra

u An algebraic expression involving []x – [] is worth more 
when x = 2 than when x = 10. What could it be?



Any questions?


